Shelter Shutters
US Pat. NO. 9,243,445

Measuring Instructions
Single Fold Shutter for “Door With Raised Molding Around Glass”

#1 Measure width of window

#2 Measure length of window

#3 Measure depth of molding
Measure the
molding
thickness.
Place ruler
on door
surface and
measure the
molding
thickness.

Measure width from outside edge to
outside edge of the raised molding
around the window

Measure length the same way all the
way to the outside edges of the
molding around the window

Useful information

#4 Double check install area
Make sure the
space alongside
the window is a
little wider and
taller than the
shutter size. If not
adjust the shutter
size if needed.
Due to magnet
placement in this
type shutter, the
length overlap of a
“Single Fold”
shutter is not as
critical as the
width overlap.
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The thickness of the
molding is typically
1/16 to 1/4 inch for
steel or aluminum
moldings and about
3/8 inch to 3 /4 inch
for wood moldings.
This measurement
is to assure proper
spacers are
included with the
shutter. Do not
measure molding
depth from glass.

The magnets
inside this shutter
need to touch the
steel frame or be
able to grab the
strike plates
supplied. Pictured
here is an unusual
metal frame
window. It is
aluminum so steel
strike plates were
stuck to the
aluminum frame to
make the shutter
operate properly.

Magnets are
inside the
material and
only a half
inch from the
working edge.
Our steel
strike plates
need to align
with the
magnets if the
molding is not
made of steel.
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